
WHEN YOU NEED TO EAT IN THE ATL: CAVIAR NOW 

DELIVERS IN ATLANTA

High-quality restaurant delivery service brings the best of Atlanta to 
those that dine-in

ATLANTA, GA - March 26, 2015 - Caviar, the easiest way to order from 
America’s best independent restaurants, extended its delivery service to 
Atlanta today, a city known as much for its Southern food as for its avant-
garde culinary districts. With the arrival of Caviar, anyone across the city 
can discover beloved local restaurants and easily place an order for 
delivery whether they’re craving barbecued brisket from Smoke Ring, 
horseradish crab cakes from The Warren, or a slice of Georgia peach pie 
from Panbury’s.
Starting today, Caviar will deliver from the following Atlanta restaurants, 
with more options coming soon:

• Bell Street Burritos
• The Pie Shop
• 7 Hens
• Empire State South
• Makan
• The Nook
• Chai Pani
• Le Metro Creperie
• LottaFrutta
• Doc Chey’s Dragon Bowl
• BLT Steak
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• Mix’d Up
• Smoke Ring
• The Warren City Club
• Spoon
• NaanStop
• Dave’s Cosmic Subs 
• Panbury’s Double Crust Pies
• Stone Soup Kitchen

“Atlanta is a bustling city full of busy folks that appreciate fine food, but 
delivery options have long been limited,” said Geoff Bachrodt, the General 
Manager of Caviar’s Atlanta office. "Now, hungry Atlantans can bid 
goodbye to greasy takeout and order the best meals that the city has to 
offer for lunch at the office or dinner at home downtown with Caviar.”
Caviar partners directly with each restaurant it delivers from, providing 
every business with access to their own network of couriers and the power 
to reach more customers. Restaurants work closely with Caviar to ensure 
that customers receive high-quality meals that transport well every time. 
Caviar also showcases individual photographs of each dish online and in-
app, helping restaurants market not only their business, but each unique 
menu item, so diners can have a restaurant-like experience from home or 
office.

Atlantans can place a customized order with Caviar online, or via free 
mobile app for Android and iOS. Anyone can view the status of their order 
and follow along the delivery route via Caviar’s built-in GPS tracking 
feature. Caviar is a great solution for corporate clients and large groups 
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too, as it allows anyone to plan for a delivery up to a week in advance, and 
share a cart with friends, family, and colleagues.
Founded in 2012, Caviar now brings delivery to diners in 17 markets 
across the country. Caviar is part of Square’s full suite of tools and 
services for businesses, enabling restaurants across the country to reach 
more customers, grow their sales, and expand their reach.
About Caviar 
Caviar is the easiest way to order from America’s best independent 
restaurants. Customers can order ahead on the web, or instantly from 
Caviar’s free app for iOS and Android. Caviar provides customers with 
quick, reliable delivery service no matter where they are. Caviar is part of 
Square’s full suite of tools for businesses, enabling restaurants across the 
country to reach more customers, grow their sales and expand their reach. 
Caviar provides service in Atlanta, Brooklyn, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, New 
York (Manhattan and Uptown Manhattan), Los Angeles, Philadelphia, San 
Francisco Bay Area (including East Bay & South Bay), Seattle, Portland 
and Washington D.C. For more information, please visit www.trycaviar.com
About Square, Inc. 
Square is committed to building tools that empower sellers to start, run, 
and grow their business. Square's complete register service is a full point 
of sale that offers a suite of tools, from tracking sales and inventory to rich 
analytics and small-business financing. Customers in the United States 
also use Square Cash, the easiest way to send and receive money. 
Founded in 2009 and headquartered in San Francisco, Square currently 
offers payment processing in the United States, Canada, and Japan.
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